Yellow Ribbon Tuition Match Continuation Request

This program continues the tuition match portion of the Yellow Ribbon program even after a student has fully utilized any remaining standard eligibility under the VA program while at Georgetown Law.

Eligibility:

- Student entered a Georgetown Law degree program with 100% eligibility for the Yellow Ribbon Match for the first full year of the program and the student is continuing the same program
- The Yellow Ribbon Tuition Match Continuation is treated in the same manner as all other Georgetown Law intuitional aid – for example, a student may not receive more institutional aid than tuition and its receipt will replace borrowing eligibility
- **You Can Rely on This** - Even if this program is discontinued, a student will remain eligible for the Yellow Ribbon Tuition Match Continuation if: 1) the program was available in the academic year the student matriculated, and, 2) the student is in the same academic program

Procedure:

- The student must complete a this request form annually
- The Yellow Ribbon Continuation match is the amount that Georgetown Law would have provided to cover the applicable Georgetown Law tuition charge rounded to the nearest dollar
- The benefit will post to the student account after the add/drop period for the semester
- Any late fees or service charges will be waived as long as the student applies by the first scheduled class day of the applicable semester

Example Calculation:

**Fall Semester:**
- Tuition: $30,000
- Annual Basic Benefit: $22,000
- Remaining YR Eligibility: $8,000
- Georgetown Law Portion: $4,000

**Spring Semester:**
- Tuition: $30,000
- Basic Benefit Remaining: $0
- Remaining YR Eligibility: $30,000
- Georgetown Law Portion: $15,000

__________________________

Name: ____________________________  GoCard Number: ________________

Student Type:  JD  LLM  MSL  Division:  Full-Time  Part-Time

My planned enrollment (credits per semester):  Fall: ______  Spring: _______  Summer: _______

I certify that I have fully utilized my VA Yellow Ribbon Benefits and request consideration for Georgetown Law’s Yellow Ribbon Tuition Match Continuation.

Signature: ____________________________  Date: ____________________________